The Dodge County Sheriff’s Department needs your help. Several weeks ago the department
arrested and charged an individual with multiple trailer thefts. The subject would scout potential
targets, take photos, find a buyer on Craigslist, then return and steal the trailer. Often, he would
scratch or remove identification numbers. Authorities have recovered a couple of pontoon boat
trailers he stole and sold. Currently, based upon evidence the department has, it is believed
several other stolen trailer cases may be tied to this man. The department is seeking those who
may have innocently purchased a stolen trailer. To retain a stolen trailer may subject the owner
to criminal charges so it is best if you call authorities if you feel you may have purchased a
stolen trailer. Those in possession of a stolen trailer may be eligible to receive restitution for the
amount paid for the trailer.
We are also seeking information from those who view the photos if they recognize the area,
property or anything in the background which may assist authorities with piecing these thefts
together. Specific photos are related to the following thefts:
On June 1, 2012 a red 6’X10’ trailer was taken from the city of Beaver Dam. This trailer has
diamond plate only on the front of the trailer. (PHOTOS #1 & 2)
On July 5, 2012 a 5’x6’ enclosed Interstate trailer was taken from a private residence on Sunset
Point Road in the town of Beaver Dam. The trailer was grey in color with a sticker on the side
that said MOTO GUZI on it. The bottom of the trailer has diamond plate. (PHOTOS #3 & 4)
On November 5, 2011, a white Expressline trailer Model #S610SA30 was taken from a residence
in the city of Beaver Dam. There is diamond plate on the front of the trailer only. (PHOTOS #5,
6, 7 & 8)
Authorities also have a photo of a black American Hauler trailer it believes was stolen and sold
as well. We are also investigating the theft of an 18’ Blue Triton pontoon trailer taken from a
residence on Lakeshore Drive, Beaver Dam, between June and September. The victim is not
sure of exact time. (PHOTOS #9 & 10)
Report any information to the lead investigator, Detective Kevin Day at 920-386-3963 or
kday@co.dodge.wi.us
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